WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.

The Brick Store Museum is a place that unites our community, gathers our stories, and encourages new dialogue about our past, present, and future. We celebrate the possibilities and opportunities of our neighbors.

Horace Mann once wrote that education is the great equalizer – “the balance-wheel of the social machinery.” In a nation and society so divided, our role as a museum is more important than ever before. The Brick Store Museum seeks not to be defined by only what we say, but by the actions we carry out as an educational institution for all.

The Museum will continue to educate every generation between age 1 to 101, as it has done since 1936. We present history and art to find our shared values; preserve our proud heritage; champion social and local issues; and – perhaps most importantly – connect to one another. We hope that you will come in and take an active role.

As a museum, we respect and value the work of our teachers. Their work has lasting effects on students’ abilities to understand the world. Because of this inspirational work, the Brick Store Museum is launching a program to offer free memberships to all York County teachers.* Not only are our county’s teachers the conduits of knowledge for the next generation of lifelong learners (and museum-goers!), but this small effort for teachers aligns with our commitment to community engagement, personal connections to history and providing museum access to every person.

Let’s make history together.

Cynthia Walker
Executive Director
Brick Store Museum

* The Brick Store Museum will give one individual membership to licensed teachers in child care through Grade 12 in a public or private school in York County. The benefits of membership are not transferrable, and renew annually. Teachers: to receive your complimentary membership, please visit the Museum at 117 Main Street, Kennebunk; or visit www.brickstoremuseum.org/education to learn more.